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A numeration system is a sequence of integers such that any integer can be 
represented by means of the sequence using integers of bounded size. We study 
numeration systems detined by linear recurrences of order two. We give a necessary 
and sufficient condition on the system such that every integer has a canonical 
representation. We show that this canonical representation can be computed from 
any representation by a rational function. This rational function is the composition 
of two subsequential functions that are simply obtained from the system. The 
addition of two integers represented in the system can be performed by a sub- 
sequential machine. (0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The way numbers are used is intrinsically related to the way they are 
represented. The representation of a number is the writing of this number 
as a word on an alphabet-the alphabet of the digits. The meaning of the 
word, that is its numerical value, depends on the numeration system 
considered, like the decimal system, the binary system, the hexadecimal 
system, etc. 
For instance, the process of addition of two numbers depends on their 
representation. The addition rules are not the same as those say in the 
binary system and in the decimal system. 
Let us give some formal definitions to present our work. 
A numeration system is given by a strictly increasing sequence of non- 
negative integers U = (u,, u,, . ..). called the basis of the system, and a finite 
subset D of N, which is the set of digits. For every non-negative integer N, 
a representation of N in the numeration system (U, D) is a finite sequence 
(d,, . . . . dk) of elements of D such that N = dOuO + . . . + d, uk. A represen- 
tation of N is thus a word d,, ... dk of the free monoid D*.’ 
Conversely, we define an application 7~: D* -+ N where, if w  = wO.. . wkr 
‘ I have chosen to write numbers from left to right, like works. For technical reasons, it is 
convenient to process words and words representing numbers in the same manner. This 
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for 0 < i 6 k, u’~ E D, X(W) = wOuO + + MIXUP. n(ul) is the numerical value 
of the word w in the numeration system (U, D). 
The most used numeration systems are those where U = (1, k, k2, . ..). 
where k is a non-negative integer, and D = {0, 1, . . . . k - 1 f, called k-arJ 
systems. If we keep the same basis U but take D = { 1,2, . . . . k i as the set of 
digits, we obtain k-adic systems. More generally, we called geometrical 
systems numeration systems with basis U = (1, k, k’, . ..) and arbitrary finite 
set D 5 N. Such systems have been studied by Culik and Salomaa [S] and 
others [8, 111. 
If every integer has a representation in the system (U, D), this system is 
said to be complete, otherwise it is said to be incomplete. 
The k-ary and k-adic systems are complete. Moreover, in a k-ary system, 
every positive integer has a unique representation which satisfies the 
condition that the digit of greatest pound is not 0. In a k-adic system, every 
positive integer has a unique representation. 
The uniqueness of representation is far from being a general rule. For 
instance, in geometrical systems with arbitrary set D, there can be more 
than one representation (cf. [S]). Systems in which an integer can have 
several representations are called ambiguous systems. If the representation 
of every integer is unique, the system is said to be unambiguous. 
A less classical example of a numeration system is the Fibonacci 
numeration system. Let F= (1, 2, 3, 5, 8,...) be the sequence of Fibonacci 
numbers defined by 
f n+2=f,l+l +fn 
.fb = 1, .f, = 2. 
It is known that, with D = {0, 1 1% (F, D) is a complete numeration 
system (cf. Zeckendorf [ 133, Carlitz [3], and Knuth [lo]). In the 
Fibonacci numeration system an integer may have several representations. 
EXAMPLE 1. Fibonacci numeration system, 
F=l 2 3 5 8 13 21 .. 
24=1 1 1 1 0 1 
=I 10 0 1 1 
=o 0 1 0 1 1 
=1100001 
=o 0 1 0 0 0 1. 
However, in (F, (0, 1 }), every integer has a unique representation which 
does not contain two consecutive digits equal to 1 and has no 0 to its right- 
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hand side (Zeckendorf [ 131). In Example 1, the representation of 24 which 
satisfies this condition is the last one, 0010001. 
The problem of determining the conditions under which the represen- 
tation of integers in a given numeration system is unique has been 
discussed in particular by Fraenkel [7]. 
Our point of view is the following. In numeration systems which may be 
ambiguous, we define a canonical representation (analogous to that of 
Zeckendorf in the Fibonacci system) and we study the nature of the 
function which to any representation associates the canonical represen- 
tation. We focus on numeration systems, the basis of which is defined by a 
linear recurrence equation. Such systems are called linear numeration 
systems. We prove that, under certain conditions, every integer has a 
canonical representation in a linear numeration system. The function which 
associates the canonical representation of an integer to any representation 
of that integer can be shown to be “simple.” More precisely, it is a rational 
function, i.e., a function which can be computed by a finite state machine. 
In order to be more precise, we need several definitions: given a 
numeration system (U, D) we define two equivalence relations on D*. 
First we say that two words are numerically equivalent if they have the 
same numerical value. More formally, 
DEFINITION. The numerical equivalence II associated to the system 
(U, D) is defined by 
It is clear that, in the general case, rc is not a congruence. 
We now consider numerically equivalent words which have the same 
length. That leads to the following: 
DEFINITION. The alphanumerical equivalence tx associated to the system 
(U, D) is defined by 
where IfI denotes the length of the word J 
Let f and g be two words of same length of D*. We shall say that f is 
greater than g, denoted by f > g, if the reverse image f off is greater than 
g for the lexicographical ordering. (This ordering is the same as the usual 
numerical ordering in k-ary systems.) 
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EXAMPLE 1 (continued). The word 0010001 is greater than the word 
1100001. 
Let f be a word of D*. In the equivalence class of j’ modulo CC, we choose 
the greatest word-denoted by j-for the ordering > defined supra. This 
word f is called the normal form of J We shall say that f is the canonical 
representation of the integer n(f) in the system (U, D). The function v: 
f E D* +f~ D* is called the normalization associated to (U, D). 
EXAMPLE 1 (continued). The normal form of the word 1100001 is the 
word 0010001, which is the canonical representation in the Fibonacci 
system of the integer 24. The notion of canonical representation here is the 
same as the Zeckendorf representation. 
In this paper, we consider the sequence U defined by the linear 
recurrence relation of order two, 
u,+2=aun+l + hu, 
ug= 1, 241 =u32, 
where a and b are two integers 3 1 (the Fibonacci case is thus a particular 
case with a = b = 1 and u = 2). As a set of digits we take D = { 0, 1, . . . . s) 
where s is an integer > 0. We write [s] instead of D, and (Cl,, S) instead of 
(U, D), since the system depends on two parameters, the greatest digit s 
and the initial value u. 
We show that there exists only one value of u and s, namely u =a + 1 
and s = a, for which the linear numeration system (U,, S) is complete and 
the associated alphanumerical equivalence is a cancellative congruence 
(Theorem 1). For these values of u and s we give a series of results. The 
alphanumerical equivalence associated to the numeration system (U, + ], a) 
can be shown to be equal to the congruence generated by the Thue-system 
R, directly derived from the linear recurrence relation defining the basis 
U Cl+, (Theorem 2). The system R, induces a rewriting system, which is 
confluent and noetherian and thus we define a reduction function. We 
show that the normal form of a word in the system (U, + r, a) is the image 
of this word by the reduction function (Proposition 10). We then prove 
that this reduction can be obtained as the composition of two subsequen- 
tial machines, one processing words from left to right and the other from 
right to left (Theorem 3). Thus the normalization is a rational function. 
It is known that the process of addition of two integers represented in 
the k-ary system can be performed by a left-subsequential machine [S, 11. 
Berstel [2] has shown that in the Fibonacci numeration system, the 
addition can be realized by a right-subsequential machine. We show that 
this is still true in the system (ZJ,, r, a). More precisely, we use the 
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following method. Taking any representations of two integers, we add them 
digit by digit. The resulting word belongs then to the set [2a]*. It can be 
shown (Theorem 4) that an equivalent word belonging to [a]* can be 
computed by means of a right-subsequential function, which is a kind of a 
partial normalization. The addition in k-ary systems is left-subsequential, 
while it is right-subsequential in the linear system. This could be explained 
as follows. The transformation from [2a]* onto [a]* in the linear case 
does not give a result in normal form, and thus the normalization-which 
is not subsequential-should be applied again. 
As a last consequence of Theorem 4 we get that, if we take a finite 
arbitrary set of digits D instead of (0, . . . . al, it is possible to reduce the 
system (U,, i, D) to the perfect system (U,, , , a) with a right-subsequen- 
tial function. 
2. COMPLETENESS 
The sequence U being defined by the linear recurrence relation 
24 n+2 =uu,+*+bu,, a, b fixed integers 2 1, 
with initial values u,, = 1 and U, = u > 2, we shall denote it by U,. The set of 
digits D is (0, 1, . . . . s) and is denoted by [s]. 
Our aim is to determine the values of the parameters u and s for which 
the system is complete. 
We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For every integer i > 0, j > 1, we haue au, + uui+ 1 + . . . + au,+, 
= -bu,-, - buj+(l-b)u;+,+ ... +(~-~)u~+~-,+u~+~+u~+~+,, with 
convention that bu- , = u1 -au,. 
Proof: It follows easily from the fact that, for 0 <k < i + j, auk = 
u,+,-buk-l. I 
LEMMA 2. Any system (U, s) is complete if and only if s(uO + . . , uk) 2 
uk+, - 1 for every k>O. 
Proof If s(uO + . . . + uk) < uk + 1 - 1, the system (U, S) is incomplete 
because uk + , - 1 has no representation. Assume that S(ZQ, + ... + uk) > 
uk+ , - 1 for every k 2 0. Let N be a positive integer such that any integer 
smaller than N is representable, and let m such that U, <N < u,,,+, . 
Choose t such that tu,<N<(t+l)u,. We take r=t if t<s and r=s if 
t > s. We claim that 
(1) N-ru,30 
(2) N-ru,<s(u,+ ... +u,,-,). 
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If r=t<s, (1) is valid. N<(r+l)u,; hence N-ru,<u,-l< 
s(uo + ..’ +u,-,). 
If r=s<t, ru,<tu,<N and (1) is valid. Now, N-ru,=N-su,< 
s(u,+ ... +u,,- ,). Otherwise N>s(u,+ ... +u,)>u,+r-1 which is 
impossible. 
The conditions (1) and (2) and the induction hypothesis imply that 
N - ru, is representable by a word w  of length m, and N is representable 
by the word wr. [ 
We now have 
PROPOSITION 1. If s < u - 2 or s < a - 1, the numeration system (U,, s) 
is incomplete. 
Proof: First, if s 6 u - 2 then at last the integer u - 1 has no represen- 
tation. Second, if s < a - 1 then there exists an index i such that S = 
su(J + . ‘. + su, < ui+ I- l.Sinces<a-l,S<(a-l)(u,+ . ..+ui).and,by 
Lemmal,S~a-l-b-(b+l)u,-bu,~~-bui~,+u~+,.So,S~u~+,-1 
if a<h+(b+l)u,+bu,+ ... +bu, ~,, which is necessarily true for 
one i. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose ad b - 2. If s = a then the system (U,, s) is 
incomplete. 
Proof. The integer u2- 1 cannot be represented, for su,+su, = 
a+au,<u?-l=aul+b-1. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. If a>b-1, s>a, and s>u-1, the system (U,,s) is 
complete. 
Proof. We show that s(u, + . . + uk) 2 uk + , - 1 for every k > 0. If 
k = 0, we have s 2 u - 1 by assumption. Suppose inductively that 
s(ucl+ 3.. +uk)>uk+,-1. Then s(u,+ ... +~,+,)a~~-1 +su,+su,+, 
>,z~~-1+(b-1)u~+au~+~=u~+~--1. m 
REMARK 1. ForaQb-2,s>a+l,ands>,u-1, thesystem(U,,s)can 
be either complete or incomplete. 
If we take s=a+ 1 and u=a+ 2, when b> 2(a + 2) the integer u2 - 1 
cannot be represented. 
EXAMPLE 2. a = 1, b = 6, u = 3, s = 2 gives a complete system. a = 1, 
b = 7, u = 3, s = 2 gives an incomplete system. (9 has no representation 
in it.) 
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3. ALPHANUMERICAL EQUIVALENCE 
We study how the properties of the alphanumerical equivalence CI 
associated to the system (U,, S) depend on the parameters u and s. 
By definition of ~1, it is possible to replace a factor of a representation of 
an integer by a factor of the same length and having the same numerical 
value. 
We say that a numeration system is regular if its associated 
alphanumerical equivalence c( is a congruence. If c( is a cancellative 
equivalence, we say that the system is cancellative. A numeration system is 
said to be perfect if it is a complete, regular, and cancellative numeration 
system. This condition of perfection is a natural one when working on the 
representation of integers, since it means (1) that every integer has a 
representation (completeness); (2) that if f and g are two words 
representing the same integer, and h any word, f/z and gh represent the 
same integer, and hfand hg represent the same integer (regularity); (3) and 
that if j% and gh (or hf and hg) represent the same integer, then f and g 
represent the same integer (cancellativity). 
Our aim is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. If a > 6, the numeration system (U,, s) is perfect if and only 
ifs=a and u=a+ 1. 
We introduce a notation: if f = fo. .. fk, with fi E D, we denote by 
nj(f)=foUj+fiUj+l+ .” +fkUj+k, for j>O. So rr(f)=q,(f). We then 
have, for a word h E D*, z(fh) = n(f) + n,,,.,(h). 
DEFINITIONS. The equivalence /? is said to be left- (resp. right)-regular if 
the following holds: VL g, h, fwB g implies hf wp hg (resp. fh wB gh). If it is 
both left- and right-regular, it is regular. The equivalence /? is said to be 
left- (resp. right)-cancellatioe if VA g, h, hf mp hg (resp. fh wB gh) implies 
f wB g. If it is both left- and right-cancellative then it is cancellatiue. 
It is easy to see that in the case of the alphanumerical equivalence tl, we 
have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. The alphanumerical equivalence c1 associated to any 
numeration system (U, D) is right-cancellative and right-regular. 
ProojI Let J; g, and h be words of D*. We have f -, g iff rc( f) = 7c( g) 
and IfI = 1gJ. Thus fwzgefhw, gh, since n(fh) = z(f) + xlf,(h) and 
n(d) = n(g) + n,,,(h). I 
For the left side we have that the alphanumerical equivalence a is left- 
regular if and only if the following holds: Vi, k 2 0, VA g E D*, n,Jf) = 
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7ck( g) => rti + ,Jf ) = rci + k( g). 01 is left-cancellative if and only if the converse is 
true, that is ~~+~(f) = xi+ J g) j nk(f) = rrk( g). 
The recurrence relation u,+~ = au,, , + bu, implies that the words 001 
and ba0 are alphanumerically equivalent, and, more generally that, for 
every k 20, Ok001 and OkbuO are alphanumerically equivalent, that is 
n#Ol) = n,(bfzO). 
Under certain conditions on the system, we shall see that the same 
property holds for every pair of words f, g such that f wa g, and then that 
a is left-regular. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
U n+Z=2%+,+4l 
ug= 1, u, =3, s=2 
U = (1, 3, 7, 17, 41, 99, 239, 577...} 
1 3 7 17 41 99 239 577 ..’ 
(1) :, 
i 
; ; ; ; 
(2) :, i 
2 1 2 
0 1 0 : 
(3) ; ; ; ; ; 
1 
Let f= 12121 and g= 00102. 
We have xz(f)=zz(g)=519 (1). It can be verified that n,(j)=n,(g) 
(2) and n,(f) = n,,(g), and that, for i b 3, xi(f) = ni(g). These are 
consequences of the fact that o! is left-cancellative and left-regular as we 
shall prove infra (Propositions 7 and 8). 
We describe now the properties of the alphanumerical equivalence c( 
associated to the system (U,, s) according to the values of u and s. 
LEMMA 3. Let P(x) = x2 - ax- b be the characteristic polynomial 
associated to the linear recurrence u, + 2 = au,, + , + bu,, . If a >, b then P has 
no positive integer root. Zf a < b then P has a positive integer root, equal to 
a + i, where i is an integer > 1, if and only if b = i(a + i). 
Proof. We have P(a) < 0 and P(a + 1) = a - b + 1. Hence if a b b, 
P(a + 1) > 0, and P cannot have a positive integer root. It is 
straightforward to verify that the positive root x = (a + ,/&%)/2 is 
equal to a + i, for some i 3 1, if and only if b = i(a + i). 1 
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We now show that, when u is a root of P, the corresponding numeration 
system is degenerate; that is the linear recurrence is no longer of order two. 
PROPOSITION 5. If u is a root of the characteristic polynomial P, then the 
system (U,, s) reduces to a geometrical system of basis U = ((a + i)k 1 k 2 O> 
for an integer i > 1. 
Proof: From Lemma 3 we know that if P(u) =0 then u=a+ i and 
b = i(a+ i) for some i> 1. We have u2 = (a + i)’ and, for every 
k > 0, uk = (a + i)k. Hence (U,, s) is a geometrical system of basis 
{(a+i)kJk~O}. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If u = a + i, i > 1, is a root of P, the geometrical system 
obtained is cancellative and regular. It is complete if and only ifs 3 a + i - 1. 
Proof: Since the basis of the system is a geometrical sequence, the 
alphanumerical equivalence CI is left-cancellative and left-regular; hence the 
system is cancellative and regular, for every s. 
If s < a + i - 1, the system is incomplete (because a + i - 1 has no 
representation). 
If s = a + i - 1, then the system becomes the classical (a + i)-ary system, 
with basis {(a + i)kl k > O> and digits (0, l,..., a + i- 1 }, and thus is 
complete and unambiguous, with the condition that the digit of greatest 
pound is not 0. 
If s > a + 1 - 1, the system is complete and ambiguous. 1 
We now turn to the non-degenerate case, that is the case where u is not a 
root of the characteristic polynomial P. 
We have 
REMARK 2. Suppose u is not a root of P. Ifs > u, a is not left-regular. 
ProoJ: Consider v=uO and w=Ol. $v)=R(w), but n,(v)#rr,(~); 
hence a is not left-regular. 1 
REMARK 3. Suppose u is not a root of P. Zf s 2 a + 1, the system (U,, s) 
is incomplete or non-regular. 
Proof By Remark 2, we may suppose that s < u. From Proposition 1, if 
s d u - 2 the system is incomplete. We suppose then that s = u - 1. 
(1) Supposea>b-2. Sinces>a+l, we have u>a+2>b. The two 
words y = O(a + 1)0 and z = (U - b)Ol of [s]* are such that rc( y) = x(z) 
and xi(y) #xi(z). Then a is not left-regular. 
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(2) Suppose now a < h - 3. 
(a) If u > 6, as above CI is not left-regular. 
(b) If u<b-1, we have two cases to consider. If 
b-u<s=u--1, the two words .x=001 and t=(b-u)(a+l)O have same 
value but x,(x) # n,(t). Thus c( is not left-regular. 
If b - u > s, then b > 2u, and we have again two cases. 
(a) s=a+l. Then u=a+2. Since u is not a root of P, b cannot be 
equal to 2u (Lemma 3), and thus b > 2~. It is easy to verify that u2 = 
au + b > u*; hence the integer uz - 1 has no representation in the system. 
Thus the system is incomplete. 
(/I) s >a + 2. We have ~(001) = n((b - 2u)(a + 2)0) if b - 2u < s, i.e., 
b d 3u - 1. In that case a is not left-regular. 
As above, if b > 3u we can prove that ifs = a + 2 the system is incomplete 
and if s>a+ 3, n(OO1) = x((b- 3u)(a+ 3)0) and a is not left-regular if 
bd4u- 1, and so on. 1 
We now consider the case a < b. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose u is not a root of P, and a < 6. The numeration 
system (U,, s) is incomplete or non-regular. 
Proof: Suppose a Q b - 2. If s < a, the system is incomplete by 
Propositions 1 and 2. If s 2 a + 1, it is non-regular by Remark 3. 
Suppose now a = b - 1. By hypothesis, u is not a root of P, so u is not 
equal to a + 1 (Lemma 3). If s > a + 1, a is not left-regular or the system 
is incomplete (Remark 3). If s 6 a - 1, the system is incomplete 
(Proposition 1). If s = a and u 9 a, a is not left-regular by Remark 2. If s = a 
and u 2 a + 2, the system is incomplete by Proposition 1. i 
Then, a system defined by the relation u, + 2 = au,, + 1 + bu,, where b > a, 
is either non-perfect or a geometrical system. 
Until the end of this paper, we shall consider only the case where a >, b, 
when the system is really of order two. 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need technical results. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let f and g be two nlords of [a] * such that ni(f) = 
z,(g) for an integer i greater than 0. Then xi- ,(f) = x,_ 1(g). 
The proof uses certain lemmas. 
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LEMMA 4. For every i k 0, k 3 0, 
71;(Uk)< --bUi_,-bUi+Uj+k_1+Ui+k. 
Moreover, ifi= and u>a-b, or ifi> 1, n,(ak)<uj+kPI +ui+k. 
Proof: The first inequality is a mere consequence of Lemma 1. If i = 0 
and u>a-b, or i> 1, -bu;_ , - bu, is always negative. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let f = fO . ’ . fk and g = g, . . . g, be two words of [a] * of 
length k + 1, k greater than one. We suppose that fk is greater than g, and 
that there exists an integer i for which xi(f) = 7ci(g). If this integer i is 
greater than 0, or lf u is greater than a - 6, then g, = fk - 1 and g, _ , = a. 
Moreover if fk = 1 then fk , = 0. 
Proof We suppose that p = fk - g,. since ?ri(f) = ni( g), we obtain 
~i(f~..'fk-~p)=~(i(g~.'.gk_~0)~~j(ak)<U,+k._~+Ui+~ from Lemma4. 
From ~j(fO"'fk~Ip)<U,+k-I+Uj+k, we deduce, if ~22, that 
fOUi + ... +fk-,u;+k~1+(P-l)Ui+k-Ui+k-,<O, which is impossible 
since (p-l)ui+k-Uj+k-r is >O. Then p is equal to 1 and gk = fk - 1. 
Now, suppose that g, _, < a - 1. We obtain ni(fO.. . fk- 1 1) < 
ni(go~“gk-2(a-1)0) < xi(akp’) + (a-l)uj+k-I < ui+&-2 + ui+k-I 
+ (a-- l)Ui+k-. 1 = u;+k-2 + auj+&-1. 
We then have n,(fo ... fkp ,) < Ui+k-2fau,+k-,-u;+k = 
(1 - b)ui+k- 2 < 0, which is impossible. Thus g, _ r is equal to a. 
Suppose now that fk = 1 and fk- 1 is 2 1, i.e., fk- 1 = 1 + h where 
h20. We have n;(fo'..fkp2(1 +h)l)=7Ci(gO...gk-2UO); thus 
ni(fo...fk-3(fk-Z+b)(l +h)) = X;(go-..gk_,) 6 ni(akem’) < ui+k-2+ 
Ui+k- 1 (Lemma 4). From that, we deduce that rr,( fO . . fk ~ ,(fk _ 2 + b - 1 )h) 
< 0, which is not possible. So fkp, = 0. 1 
LEMMA 6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5 with k greater than 2, we 
have: if fk=l and fker=a-b+h, where O<h<b, then h=l and 
gk-Z=a. 
Proof: From rr,( f) = Zi( g) we deduce that rci( fO . . .fk _ 3(a + h)) = 
71,(8,.“gk-2)~lli(ak~‘), SO ~;(fo...fk-3h)dni(ak-2)<U;+k-3+Ui+k.-2 
(Lemma 4). Suppose that h = 1 + h’, with h’ > 0. Then xi(fO.. fk ~ 3h’) < 
U;+k-3, SO ~;(fo~~~f;r~~)+h’b~;+k~,+h’(U-l)ui+,_,<O, which iS not 
possible. Thus h = 1. 
Now suppose that g,-,<a- 1. We obtain 7ci(f0...fke32)< 
ni(gO ’ ’ ’ gk-3)~~i(ak-2)<~j+k-3+u;+k-2;thuS71;(fO”’~k-31)<U;+k-3 
which is impossible since ~i(fO~~-fk-31)=ni(fo...fk~3)+U,+k-2. Hence 
g,-,=a. 1 
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We now prove Proposition 7: 
Proof The proof is by induction on N = rri(J). If N = 0, the result is 
trivial. Let us suppose the property stated above is verified for every integer 
<N. Let f=fO...fk and g=g,...g,, fj, giE [a]. 
(1) Suppose that fk = g, (# 0). Then ni(fo ... f&l) = 
rri( go ... gk_ i) < N and the result is obtained by applying the induction 
hypothesis. 
(2) SUppOSe that fk>gk. We know, by Lemma 5, that gk = fk - 1 
and gk_ , = u. From ni( f) = xi(g) we deduce that 
(a) If fk > 1, ni(fo . . fk _ , 1) < rci(f); we can thus apply the induc- 
tion hypothesis, that is rr- I(fo "-fk~~l)=~i_~(gO".gk-~aO) so we 
have n,-,(fo."fk~Il)+gkUi+k=71i-l(gO."gh--,agk), i.e., nj-l(f)= 
71i- I(g). 
(b) If fk=lr gk=O, gk_,=u, and fk-l=O (by lemma5). We 
thus obtain 71i(f0...fk-201)=71i(g0...gk~,aO). 
There are two cases to consider: 
(a) fk-z<a- b. Then nj(fo"'fk~~01)=~i(fO".(fk-2+b)aO) 
;d,(Ti( fo.. . ( fk _ z + b)) = rci( go . . gk_ 2) < N. By induction hypothesis, 
... (fk-2 i- b)) = 'J'Ci~ ,(go ..* gk-,), and thus n,-,(f) = 
ni-ltf:.'.(fki: +b)aO) = Tt-,(go...gk-,uO) = Xi-l(g), 
(p) fkp,>a-6. By Lemma6, we know that fk-,=a-b+l and 
gk-Z=a. rci( f) = ni( g) implies 71i(f0"'fk--31)=~i(go"'g,-3O)<N; 
hence ~j~,(fo.~.fk~31)=71i-1(g0...gk~30) and thus J'Ci(f)=n;(g). 1 
We now have a kind of converse of that result. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let f and g be two words of [a]* such that ni(f) = 
n,(g) for an integer i. If i is greater than 0, or if u is greater than or equal to 
a+ 1, then ni+I(f)=xi+l(g). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 7, by using Lemmas 5 
and 6 (if uau+ 1 then u>u-6). 1 
Remark. Why this condition u >, a + 1 when i 3 O? This is due to 
Remark 2, which states that if u f s then c( is not left-regular. Since s = a, 
we obtain that u should be >a -t- 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that, from Propositions 5 and 6, we con- 
sider only the case where a 3 b, and so u is not a root of the characteristic 
polynomial. 
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(1) If s = a and u = a + 1, the numeration system is complete, 
from Proposition 3. By Proposition 7 the alphanumerical equivalence c1 
is left-cancellative, and by Proposition 8 a is left-regular. Since a is 
right-cancellative and right-regular (Proposition 4), the numeration system 
(Ucz+*9 a) is perfect. 
(2) l If s<a-1, the numeration system is incomplete 
(Proposition 1). 
l If s=a and u>a+ 2, the system is incomplete 
(Proposition 1). 
l If s= a and USA, the alphanumerical equivalence a is not 
left-regular (Remark 2 ). 
l If s 2 a + 1 then a is not left-regular (cf. Remark 3). 1 
4. CONGRUENCE ASSOCIATED TO A LINEAR NUMERATION SYSTEM 
We have already mentioned that the recurrence relation u,+~ = 
au”+1 + bu, implies that the words ba0 and 001 are alphanumerically 
equivalent. By addition, we obtain that for every b dh ,<s, 0 6 k&s - 1, 
0 6 j < s - a, the words h(a + j)k and (h - 6) j(k + 1) are alphanumerically 
equivalent. 
To the system (U,, s), with s 2 a, we associate the congruence on [s] * 
generated by R,= ((h(u+j)k, (h-b)j(k+ l))Jb<h<s, Odk<s- 1, 
O<j<s-a}. 
THEOREM 2. If u = a + 1 and s = a, the alphanumericul equivalence a 
associated to the system (U,, , , a) is equal to the congruence on [a]* 
generated by R,. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of Proposition 8. This is 
not surprising since Theorem 2 implies that the alphanumerical equivalence 
a is left-regular in the particular case where s = a + 1 and u = a (compare 
with Proposition 8). 
Proof: It is obvious that if two words are congruent mod R,, they are 
congruent mod a. For the converse, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let f = f, . . fk and g = go.. . g, be two words of [a] * such 
that f N R, g. Then for every 0 < i d k, 
fo’.‘fi-1(fr+P)fr+1”‘fk~~~80’-‘gi~1(gi+p)g,+1.”gk 
for every p such that fi + p and gi + p E [a]. 
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Proo$ Let us denote by pi the word O'pOkP i. If h = h, . . . h, and h’ = 
hb ... h;, we define h + h’ as the word (h, + hb) . . . (hk + hi). With those 
notations, we must prove that fwR, g implies f  + p, -R, g + pi, if f  + p, 
and g+fiiE [a]*. 
First, if (u, w) E R,, it is clear that u + ~5~ -R, w  + b,. So if f = xvz and 
g=xwz with (v, w)ER,, then f+@i-R,g+$i. 
Now, suppose that f  = w. - R, W, . . -R, w, = g, where for every 
O< j<n- 1, wl=xjujzl, u;,, =.x~vjzj, and (uj, v,)ER,. 
By induction, f+bj-..w+,+fiiand wnP,+@i-RUg+@i. 1 
Let f  and g be two words of [a]* such that f  - I g, i.e., n(f) = 
rc(g) = N. The proof is by induction on N. 
(1) Suppose that fk = g, # 0. Since cx is right-cancellative fo.. ' fk _, 
-x g,,...g,-, and by induction hypothesis fo...fk. ,-R,gO...gkm,; 
hence f-R, g. 
(2) Suppose that fk > g,. We know that g, = fk - 1, g,-, = a. We 
obtain that fo...fkPlba g, . . g, ?aO. If fk > 1, by induction hypothesis, 
fO”‘fk+I1-R,&l “‘g& ,aO, and by Lemma 7, f  NRC g. 
If fk= 1, then g,=O, gk-,=a, and fkP,=O (Lemma5). So 
(~1) If fkP2<a--h, we obtain that g,~.~gkPzuO--.fo-~~ 
(fkpz+b)uO, i.e., g,."gk~,-.fo.'.(fk-*+b) since o! is right- 
cancellative. So g, . . . gk-ZNR.fO"'(fk--2+b); thus g=g,.“g,-,a0 
-R.fo'.'(fk-Z+b)a"-R,f: 
(fl) If fkP,>a-h,we know by Lemma6that f,-,=a--b+ 1 and 
g,-z=a. so fo".fk+31-ir g, . . . g, 3O and by induction hypothesis, 
f0"'fk-31 -R, go”’ gk 30. By Lemma7, fo'.'fkm3(u-b+ l)-Ragg,"' 
gk da - b)> and .f=fo...fk~3(u-b+l)01-R"gg0.-.gk_3(a-6)01 
Iv R, g. 1 
We now consider the rewriting system on [s]*, where s > u, derived 
from the rule bu0 -001, that is the rewriting system ps= (h(u+ j)k + 
(h-b)j(k+ l)lbdhd.s, O,<~,<S- 1, Odj<s-uf. In this system, any 
right side is greater for the ordering > than the corresponding left side. 
The case where s = a is by far the most interesting one. 
We use terminology and results of [9]. 
LEMMA 8. Ifs = a, p, is confluent. Ifs > a, ps is not confluent. 
ProojI First suppose that s = a. We have p, = {huk + (h-b) 
O(k + 1) 1 b <h < a, 0 <k <a - 1 }. We claim that pa is locally confluent. 
Since pU is noetherian, p, is then confluent. 
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Let us consider the critical pair halak. We can reduce it this way, 
halak --) (h - b) O(Z + 1) ak -+ (h - b) O(I + 1 - b) O(k + l), or this way, 
halak-+ha(l-b)O(k+ 1) + (h-b)O(Z-b+ l)O(k+ l), and we obtain the 
same irreducible word mod pa. Then pa is confluent. 
Second, suppose that s > a. We consider the word (a + 1) aa0. We first 
reduce it this way, (a + 1) au0 + (a + 1 -b) O(a + l)O, which is irreducible. 
We can also have (a + 1) ua0 + (a + 1 )(a - b) O(u + I), which is also 
irreducible mod ps, but different from the first one. So ps is not confluent 
whens>u. 1 
We then get 
COROLLARY 2. Ifs = a, the congruence generated by R, on [a]* is equal 
to p,* u (pi’)*, where p% is the reflexive and transitive closure of pa. 
5. NORMALIZATION IN A PERFECT SYSTEM 
Recall that the canonical representation of an integer N, which we 
denote by (N), is the word which is the greatest for the ordering > in the 
set of words representing N. Taking any word f representing an integer 
4f), the word f= (n(f)> is the normal form of f: This defines the 
normalization function v: f ++f= (x(f)). 
We are now studying the properties of v in the perfect case, that is when 
s=u and u=u+ 1. 
We set L,={hakIb<h<u, O<kGu-1) and M,= {(h-b)O(k+l)/b 
<h<a, O<k<a-1). 
Let KG be the rational language equal to the set (f E [a]* 1 f has no 
factor in L,}. We have 
PROPOSITION 9. Every word f of [a]* is congruent mod R, to a unique 
word f’ of K,, which is irreducible mod pa, and which is greater than or 
equal to f for the ordering >. 
Proof: Since pa is confluent, f’ is necessarily unique. Every step of the 
reduction pU replaces a word of L, by a word of M, which is greater 
for >. 1 
From this result we can define a function called reduction and denoted 
by p*, which maps every word f of [a]* onto the word p*(f)= f’. 
Given a word w  of [a]* and a set Xc [a]*, wX-’ denotes the set 
{u E [a] * 134’ E x, uu’ = w}. 
The normal form of a word f not belonging to 0* is obtained by adding 
a 0 to the right-hand side of f, then by calculating the reduced word 
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p*(fO), and by removing all the O’s left on the right-hand side of the 
resulting word, that is, 
PROPOSITION 10. The normal form of a word f of [a]*\O* is 
v(f)=(p*(fO))(O*)~'n{O, q*1 
By convention the normal form of a word of 0 + is 0. 
We are going to show that the normalization v is a rather simple 
function: it is a rational function, easily obtained from the numeration 
system ( U, + 1, a). 
To the reduction function p*, we associate a left-subsequential function 
and a right-subsequential function. A subsequential function is a function 
realized by a subsequential transducer, which is a generalized sequential 
machine with a final output function. (Formal definitions can be found in 
Berstel [ 1 I.) The left-subsequential function y associated to p* reduces a 
word w  mod pa from left to right. y is defined as follows: 
- if xE [a] and wE [a]*, 
y( wx) = zu if y(w)=zt and tx-+uisinp, 
= y(w)x else. 
The right-subsequential function 6 does the same thing, but from right to 
left. We define 6 by 
if xE [a] and we [a]*, 
iqxw) = uz if 6(w)=tz and xt+aisinp, 
= x6(w) else. 
It is convenient to associate transducers to subsequential functions. y is 
realized by the following left-subsequential transducer r, which reads 
words and writes the output from left to right. 
The set of states of r is the set of strict left factors of L,, i.e., Qr= 
{E, h,halhShda). 
- By the Fig. 1, we mean that there is a transition from the state k to 
the state k’ in the underlying deterministic finite automaton by reading a 
word x and outputting a word y. 
FIGURE I 
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FIGURE 2 
- Figure 2 shows that when the reading of a word is finished and we 
are in state k, we concatenate the word w  with the word which has been 
already output. 
We summarize the behaviour of r in Fig. 3, with b 6 h < a, 0 < k < a - 1, 
b < t < a - 1, 0 < 1~ b - 1, considering the integer h as a typical state. 
Similarly, 6 is realized by the right-subsequential transducer A, which reads 
and writes words from right to left. The set of states of A is the set of strict 
right factors of L,, i.e., QA = {E, k, uk IO <k < a - 1 }. 
The rules of A are symbolized in Fig. 4, with b <h d a, 0 <k <a - 1, 
0 < 1~ b - 1, 0 <j< a - 1, and considering k as a typical state. 
EXAMPLE 3 (continued). 
u n+2=2&2+,+% 
ug= 1, 24, = 3, s = 2. 
We have pZ = { 120 --f 001, 220 --t 101, 121 + 002, 221 -P 102). The normal 
form of the word 2222021 is the word 1020002. The associated transducers 
are shown in Fig. 5. 
We can now state 
THEOREM 3. The reduction p * associated to the perfect system ( U, + , , a) 
is equal to y 06 and to 6 o y. 
ProoJ Let f be a word of [a]*. We prove by induction on 1 f 1 that 
P*(f I= 6 OY(f ). 
FIGURE 3 
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1. Let 1j-I = 3. If f is reducible mod p,, it is because f = hak, with 
b<hha, O<k<a-1. Then y(f)=6(f)=(h-b)O(k+1)=60Y(f)= 
Y”@f)=P*(f). 
2. Suppose that ) f 1 > 3. If y(f) is irreducible mod p,, then 
dOY(f) = Y(f) = P*(f). 
If y(f) is reducible mod pa, we can write f = f, hakf,, where fi h is 
irreducible. We obtain y(f) = f,(h - 6) Oy((k + 1) f2), since y is working 
from left to right. Then, when we apply 6 to y(f ), the factor y((k + l)f2) 
gives 6 0 y((k + 1) fi), which is a word having no left factor that can be 
reduced with a right factor of f,(h - b)O (the “0” is like a separator). So it 
is possible to use the induction hypothesis, and we obtain that 
6 0 y( (k + 1) fi) is irreducible. 
We now consider the factor f,(h- b)O. If it is reducible, fi is equal to 
f; xa, where b ,< x ,< a. But, since fi h is irreducible by hypothesis, we have 
necessarily h =a. Thus the factor xa(h - 6) = xa(a - b) will be reduced in 
(x - 6) O(a - b + l), i.e., 8(fi(h - b)O) = 6(f;(x - b)) O(a - b + l)O. 
As before, S(f ;(x - b)) has no right factor which can be reduced with a 
left factor of O(a - b + l)O. So we can use the induction hypothesis, which 
implies that S(f ;(x - 6)) is irreducible. So we have that 6 o y(f) = 
6(f’,(x - 6)) O(a - b + 1) 06 0 y((k + 1 )f2) is irreducibIe mod p,, i.e., 
dOY(f) = P*(f ). 
That y 0 6 = p* can be proven in a similar way. 1 
In the case where a = 1, b = 1, i.e., the classical Fibonacci system, this 
result is due to Sakarovitch [12]. 
Remarks. The reduction p* cannot be realized by a single subsequential 
function. To prove this let us introduce some definitions ([4]). Let d be a 
distance function on a free monoid A* and cp be a function from A* to a 
free monoid B*; cp is said to be a bounded variation function with respect to 
the distance d if 
t’k>O, X30, s.t. 4x, Y) <k = d(cp(x), dy)) d K, 
where x, y E A*. 
It is known from [4] that a left- (resp. right)-subsequential function is a 
bounded variation function with respect to the left-distance dI (resp. to the 
right-distance d,) defined as follows: d,(x, y) = 1x1 + ( y( - 2 Ix A, y( where 
x A, y denotes the longest prefix common to x and y; d,(x, y) = 
1x1 + ( yl - 2 Ix A r yJ where x A r y denotes the longest suffix common to x 
and y. 
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Let us now consider the words xi = (au)“0 and yi = (aa)“aO. 
We have ~*(x,)=(a--h)O((a-b+ l)O)“-‘1 and ~*(yi)=u(a-b)O((u- 
b+ l)Of”-‘1. 
Since d,(x,, y,) = 3 and d,(p*(x,), p*( yi)) = 4n + 3, p* is not a bounded 
variation function with respect to d, and thus p* cannot be realized by a 
left-subsequential function. 
Similarly, consider x2 = ((b - 1 )a)“0 and y, = uu( (b - 1)a)“O. We have 
p*(x*) = x2 = ((b - 1)u)“O and p*(y,) = (a- 6) O(OO)“l. Thus dr(xZ, yz) 
= 2 and d,(p*(x,), p*( y2)) = 4n + 4, and p* cannot be realized by a right- 
subsequential function. 
COROLLARY 3. The normalization associated to a perfect system is a 
rational function. 
Proof Theorem 3 implies that p* is a rational function, and, by 
Proposition 10, v also is rational. 1 
We must link the result of Theorem 3 to the Theorem of Elgot and 
Mezei which states that every rational function is the product of a left- 
sequential function by a right-sequential function. 
The fact that the reduction here is a rational function is not at all the 
general rule: to every confluent and noetherian rewriting system one can 
associate a reduction function. But this function need not be rational, as is 
shown by the example xy + 1 (cf. [ 121). 
To a rewriting system, it is possible to associate in a natural way a left- 
and a right-subsequential function, but in the general case the reduction, 
even if it is rational, is not equal to the product of these subsequential 
functions. 
EXAMPLE. The rewriting system xzyzz + zzyx is noetherian and con- 
fluent. It can be shown that the associated reduction is a rational function, 
which is equal to 6 o y 0 6, where y and 6 are the left- and right-subsequential 
functions associated to the reduction function as in Theorem 3. 
6. ADDITION IN A PERFECT SYSTEM 
The aim of this section is to show that the addition of two integers 
represented in a perfect numeration system is a rational function. This 
result is already known for k-ary systems [7, 11. 
Let f and g be two words of [a]* respectively representing the integers 
N and P. To make the addition of N and P in the system, we simply add 
digit by digit, in a parallel manner; i.e., we obtain a word h = f + g on the 
alphabet [2a]. 
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EXAMPLE 3 (continued). 
u “+Z=2%l+I+%l 
ug= 1, u1=3, s=2 
1 3 7 17 ... 
14= 1 2 1 
21= 1 2 2 
35= 1 2 4 3 
1 1 2 1, 
f = 121, g= 122~ [2]*. We obtain h=243 on the alphabet [4]*, which is 
equivalent to the word 1121 on [2]*. 
Now, we must transform h into a word I(h) which has the same 
numerical value as h and which belongs to [a]*. This is a kind of nor- 
malization, which will be proved to be performed by a right-subsequential 
function 1. Of course, the resulting word A(h) need not be in normal form. 
To obtain that, it is necessary to apply the normalization function v to 
WI. 
THEOREM 4. Let p be an integer, p 3 0. There exists a right-subsequen- 
tial function A, : [a + p + I] * + [a + p]* such that A,(h) and h have the 
same numerical value. 
COROLLARY 4. The addition of two integers in a perfect system is right- 
subsequential. 
Proof: The parallel addition digit by digit is obviously subsequential. 
The resulting word h belongs to [2u]*. The successive applications of the 
functions A,- r, A,- Z ,..., I, to h give a word A(h) belonging to [a]*, i.e., 
A(h)=&oA,o ... o&p,(h). 
Since the composition of right-subsequential functions is again right- 
subsequential, the addition is right-subsequential. fl 
Proof of Theorem 4. We have the two fundamental equivalences 
bu0 wy 001 
OO(u+ l)O-.b(u-b)Ol 
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(2) zx(a+p+j)k+(z+b)(x+a-b)(p+j- l)(k+ 1) 
i 
withb<h<a+p+ l,O<i<b+ 1, 
Odkba+p-l,O<x<b-1, 
l<j<b+l,O<zfa+p+l. 
The rules (1) consist only in the reduction p on the extended alphabet 
[a + p + b + 1 ] (the necessity for considering such an alphabet will be 
explained infra). When the reduction p, that is rules (l), is not possible, 
and this is the case when a + p + j is preceded by a digit x less than 6, we 
use rules (2). These two sets of rules clearly do not change the numerical 
value of words. 
We must now distinguish three cases according to the value of a and b. 
Case 1. b b 2. As in the preceding section, to the rewriting system S, we 
associate a right-subsequential transducer /i, which performs S, from right 
to left. 
The set of states QP is the set of strict right factors of left members of S,, 
i.e., 
Qp= {kl06k<a+p- l}u ((a+p+i)kIO<i<b+l, 
O<k<a+p- l}u {x(a+p+j)OIO<xxb- 1, 
l<j<b+l,O<k<a+p-1). 
The initial state is 0. 
For transitions and output, see Fig. 6. 
FIGUKE 6 




The final output function w  associated to every state is defined by 
o(k)=k 
o((a + PW) = (a + P)k 
o((a+p+j)k)=(p+j-l)(k+ 1) 
w(x(u+p+j)k)=(x+a-b+ l)(p+j- l)(k+ 1). 
It is necessary to consider the extended alphabet [a + p + b + l] because 
theword(a+p+l)O(a+p+l)Ogives(a+p+b+l)(a-b)pl whenitis 
reduced by S, (2). 
When a word’ belonging to [a + p -t- l] * is processed by AP the resulting 
word belong to [a + p] * unless a = 6. Hence we consider two cases 
(a) a>b. We thus have, if wE[a+p+l]*, AJw)E[a+p]*, and 
71(w) = n(A,(w)). 
(b) a = b. The only problem is the transition (see Fig. 7) since, if 
a= b, a letter a + p + 1 will be output. The solution is to process the 
resulting word A,(w) once more in A,. We must examine why we are in 
such a situation. This is because we have a factor h(a + p + 1 )x(a + p + 1)k 
in ~1, with a<h<a+p- 1, O<x<u- 1, O<k<u+p- I (see Fig. 8). 
The corresponding output factor is (a + p + 1)(x + 1) p(k + l), which 
does not make any problem when it is processed once more by A,, because 
the state (2~ + p + 1)x is never reached. Then, if w  E [a + p + 1 ]* and 
a = b, A;(w) E [a + p]* and n(w) = x(/ii(w)). 
Case 2. b = 1, a > 2. We must modify the transducer ,4, since, if 
h = a + p + 1, h - b = a + p cannot be a state of QP. We define a right-sub- 
sequential transducer ZP, much like AP, but we must introduce two special 
states which allow the reading of words “in advance.” The alphabet is 
[a+p+ l]*. 
We take, as a set of states, S,= {klObk<a+p-l}u {(u+p+i)kIO 
<k<u+p- l,O<i< 1) u (O(u+p+ l)klO<k<a+p- l> u {s,,s2} 
where S, and s2 are two special states. The initial state is 0. 
Transitions and output are shown in Fig. 9. s1 is like 1 (a - 1) . pO( p + 1 ), 
which l(a - 1) read in advance, and s2 is 1 . (a - 1) p with 1 read in 
’ As in Proposition 10, we must add a 0 to the right-hand side of a word before reading it. 
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advance. The final output function w  is defined as in Case 1, with o(s,) = 
pO( p + 1) and O(Q) = up. The output word belongs to [a + p]*. 
Case 3. Fibonacci: a = b = 1. The transducer ZP does not work, 
because (a + p)( p + 1) is not allowed as a state ( p + 1 > a + p - 1 = p). We 
define on [ p + 23 * a right-subsequential transducer YP,, derived from C,. 
The set of states is T,= (klO<k<p}u {(p+l)k(O<k</7} u 
{(p+2)klO<k<p} u (O(p+2)kIO<k<p} u (so,s,,s2} where so= 





















We have o&J = (p + l)(p + l), ~(3,) = pO(p + l), and co(~) = lp. The 
output word belongs to [p + l]* except when transition (*) is used. As in 
Case 1, we use TP twice. When we input a word having a factor I( p + 2)” 
(p+2)(p+ l)“(p+2)(p+2)k, where m,naO, O<k<p, 1 <l<p+2, the 
image factor is (I - 1) p( p + 1 )( p + 1 )“( p + 2)( p + 1 )“(k + 1 ), which when 
processed one more time in YP does not reach the state s,,. If we consider 
the factor O(p+2)“(p+ l)(p+ l)“(p+2)(p+2)k, the image is O(p+ 1) 
p(p + I)“( p + 2)( p + l)“(k + 1) and we have finished. Since we process 
words belonging to [p + 2]*0, the result after two applications of yP 
belongs to [p + l]*. 
For the Fibonacci case, Berstel has given a right-subsequential trans- 
ducer which transforms in one time words of [2]* into words of Cl] * 
(Ref. C21). I 
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Remarks. (1) The addition cannot be realized by a left-subsequential 
function. Consider the words on [2a]* w = O(Oa)” O(2a)O and 
y = O(Oa)“OaO. The equivalent words on [a]* are w’ = 
b(a-b)((b- l)(a-b+ l))“(a- 1)l and y’= y. Since d,(w, y)=4 and 
d,(w’, y’) = 4n + 8, the addition is not a left-bounded variation function and 
so cannot be realized by a left-subsequential function (cf. Section 5). 
(2) It is noteworthy that, on the contrary, in a k-ary system the 
addition is left-subsequential [6, 11. It cannot be realized by a right- 
subsequential function, as is shown by this example. In the binary system, 
consider w  = 21”O and y = 1 ‘+ ‘0 on (0, 1,2}*. The equivalent words on 
{O, l)* are w’=O~+’ 1 and y’ = y. We have d,( w, y) = 2 and d,(w’, y’) = 
2n + 4. 
(3) As we have shown in Proposition 5, the system defined by 
u,+2 =au,+, + (a+ l)u, 
(1) 
ug= 1, Ui=a+l 
with alphabet (0, . . . . a> reduces to the classical (a + 1)-ary system. If we try 
to formally apply the techniques of Theorem 4 to (1 ), we see that no word 
containing the digit (a + 1) can be written on the alphabet [a] (compare 
wiith OO(a + 1)0 wb b(a - 6) 01 in Theorem 4). So there is really a difference 
between k-ary systems and systems of order two. 
We now consider linear numeration systems defined by the same 
equation u,+2=au,+,+bu,, uO=l, u,=a+l, a>b, with a finite 
arbitrary set of digits D. We have 
PROPOSITION 11. There exists a right-subsequential function which trans- 
forms every word on D* into a word on [a]* which has the same numerical 
value. 
ProoJ: D can be embedded into a set IO,..., t}. If t < a, there is nothing 
to do. If t > a, t is equal to a + p + 1 for some p > 0. By Theorem 4 we are 
done. 1 
So it is always possible to reduce to the perfect case in a subsequential 
manner. 
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